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almost immediately I put my shame on 
it is an afternoon morning itself I feel like 
shame on, not a colour, but like the fasting away from touch 
initial and a cold burn, whylike 
 
it is sunny and I am shamed of how the sun has 
burned the clouds clear, a spring 
outlook to summer; if I stretch through 
out to a turning burn that waters it, 
 
twists itself into pewter, makes itself 
concrete and adder, how does the colour 
of a country make itself known 
in a body’s sorrowspasms. March, 
 
April, May, June, they demonstrate 
a flipping phone which reaches height 
at solstice where it freezes. this is not a portrait 
of the next decade; shame on you 
 
for wanting it to be, death-life, not 
the swarm of morality that stings from holy papers, more like the white 
roses moving fast through one day’s lickable armpit. the only orientation 
I have for this is gay and it’s not mine, I wasn’t 
 
born inside this rose’s miracle and I’m only finding out 
today by stinking bin’s that no-one’s born from the solar anus.  
 
 
 
 
  



 
 
say it tastes like the orange rind,  
burnt, because we cannot give it any more 
shame. Common orchids don’t cruise, they 
 
root and loiter under ash, in bracken, 
orchards, entwined in sorrel, commoner 
than sucked dicks or success. 
 
as a subject described this as 
something about which I know less than 
nothing but the sun don’t care, finds 
 
exasperating, mutters fucksake as he lands 
on someone else who can’t sleep’s head. 
On your bike? He asked and I was like no, for sex.  
 
 
you can’t say poisoned with loneliness. 
doesn’t sound. that’s the grass 
doing its wee camp holler and that’s 
what nothing fabricates. In order 
 
for ART to take place, there has to be parks, 
scummy and going nowhere circular, from which time 
has wrested a bush and you’ve made it 
by your doings, a palace. Much rather sleep 
 
attached to this completion than in 
what are obviously other people’s beds. Borage, 
begonias, errant tomatoes and yes, 
roses grow up past I can’t imagine, 
 
tendrils. And a heart that one, heart that 
one that beats it, and no longer phrasal 
hands and face and tongue and teeth and hands 
with nothing under their upbraided soil 
 
 
 



 
 
crushed regimens, crushed and begun 
stamens, crushed and begun by black 
trainers and work-white-collar moccasins. ground 
overturned means mushrooms from the shuffle, 
purple packet winking Thin, the glamour 
of grass and suffocations, Extra-sensitive, let’s go 
 
let me grow 
  into a space that doesn’t 
have a name. it’s an opening, enough. 
Thin and extra-sensitive; maybe the beech has a name 
at the clearing that you return to in thin inadequate time 
but you don’t know that name. see for yourself 
how much light that hole maintains at 10pm, July night, 
some, giving some, its tight sliding away from naming.  
probably some russula, don’t get excited. A belt by that tree, 
or any, real sigil, spells cruising to me. I am cruising for a time. 
 
Oak here might have another name. say it without 
your mouth. It’s not natural, let every boy, 
make every boy tell you that before he. What your 
tongue is waiting for is sodium, now, and then 
the orange marking emergence, 
strange street with rainlicked tarmac, rootless 
and no give in it.  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  



 
 
run round downed drum, run under round soil numbered, 
particles of what is was, old round shit-demon, soil 
breathe in case refusal’s next, refuse dump yourself 
for a new lover, be on a habit of fresh green, un- 
cankered heart, by-passed spleen and colour theory 
 
right down among ring-rounded mushrooms, I learnt 
to breathe. At the summit, gunturret of thistles 
discharges light. Lights on grass and paths and bricks 
old clusters with a texture august. Old man’s beard, 
pectorals, sonnets and grasping pivots to get here, 
 
so many seams. Someone could find this but nobody is looking for me. 
 
  



 
 
mushroom inover fort, beech-banked in orange hear 
this sight every wet pelt through the motorway sparge 
and slitting every soak and gleam. Hedgehogs under 
white spume sitting like a batting battered hold, feel 
I a very special path in all this mud. soft turkey tail, breath 
of yesterday till mushy, soft like you wouldn’t breathe it. 
 
path is liquid fingered tinder trudge I break it, breath 
coming up parasympathetic avenues and making all 
the sycamore look clean. Anomie oak-shaped, bruising 
patterns on a mycelium under sovereignty, bullets 
run the rhizome, and come, and get down, the ringroad  
bronzing foundational light, pecker, green  
 
dark plowed expression, lichen it to flabber kiss.  
Someone could find me but nobody is looking for this.  


